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We present an experimental method to determine the electronicEskd band structure in crystalline
solids absolutely, i.e., with complete control of the three-dimensional wave vectork. Angle-dependent
very-low-energy electron diffraction is first applied to determine the unoccupied states whosek is
located on a high-symmetry line parallel to the surface. Photoemission via these states, employing the
constant-final-state mode, is then utilized to map the valence bands along this line. We demonstrate
the method by application to Cu, and find significant deviation from free-electron-like behavior in the
unoccupied states, and from density-functional theory in the occupied states. [S0031-9007(98)07792-8]
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Angle-resolved photoemission (PE) spectroscopy is
principal experimental method forEskd band structure
determination in crystalline solids [1,2]. The measure
photocurrent contains information on the occupied ban
through the conservation of energy and surface-para
momentumkk in the PE process. The very existenc
of a surface, however, breaks the translational invarian
normal to it, and therefore the perpendicular compone
k' is no longer a conserved quantity. Control ove
the three-dimensional wave vectork can be regained,
if the Eskd dispersion of the PE final bands is known
Though often assumed, the free-electron approximat
for the final states frequently fails, because these bands
generally far more complicated [3–5]. To circumvent th
problem, several schemes for absolute PE band mapp
have been developed such as, e.g., triangulation [2
They all are, however, restricted to some particular poin
in k space and in most cases not very practical.

It has recently been demonstrated that the unoccup
upper bands (above the vacuum levelEvac) can be di-
rectly determined by very-low-energy electron diffractio
(VLEED), based on the fact that the PE final states a
time-reversed LEED states [7]. The LEED reflectivit
R (or, equivalently, the electron transmissionT  1 2 R
from the vacuum into the crystal) will undergo rapid varia
tions whenever for a givenkk the energy of the incident
electrons passes through a critical point (CP) in the cor
spondingperpendicularfinal-state dispersionEsk'd (e.g.,
the edge of a local band gap), provided that the relev
band couples sufficiently strongly to the vacuum. Thu
the extrema in the differential transmissiondTydE reveal
the location of the CPs [8,9]. The fullEsk'd dispersion
may then be obtained by fitting a semiempirical band c
culation to the experimental CPs. This method has
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cently been applied to layered materials with strongly no
free-electron-like upper bands and utilized successfully f
absolute band mapping from normal emission PE [4].

In this Letter, we introduce an alternative method fo
absolute band mapping, which combines angle-depend
VLEED to determine the CPs on high-symmetry line
of the Brillouin zone (BZ), with constant final state
(CFS) PE from the corresponding final-state band ga
[10]. The method does not employ fitting scheme
and is therefore more direct and accurate. It allow
the full utilization of off-normal PE spectra and thu
absolute band mapping along different high-symmet
lines with only one surface orientation. We demonstra
the usefulness of the method by application to C
a material for which the occupied band structure h
intensively been studied [11]. It is found that (i) th
unoccupiedEskd dispersions significantly deviate from
free-electron-like behavior, and (ii) the measured valen
bandEskd displays strong and consistent deviations fro
state-of-the-art density-functional band calculations. T
details of our work will be presented elsewhere [12].

Idea.—The VLEED-CFS PE method determines ban
dispersions along BZ directions in symmetry planes pa
allel to the surface. First, one performs angle-depend
VLEED measurements varying the wave vectorKk of the
incident electrons along the chosen BZ direction. The C
in the symmetry plane (the lower and upper edge of a loc
band gap) show up as a characteristic minimum-maximu
structure indTydE (see Fig. 1). These CPs line up to
a pair of unoccupiedEskkd dispersions in the symmetry
plane. Second, with the final-state energy for eachKk

chosen to lie between these bands (i.e., in the band g
one performs angle-dependent CFS PE measureme
k is thus pinned in the symmetry plane, and the pe
© 1998 The American Physical Society 4943
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FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the angle-depende
VLEED-CFS PE method. AA0 is a direction in a symmetry
plane parallel to the surface.

positions in the PE spectra directly yield the valence ba
dispersion along the chosen BZ line.

The method inherently employs photoemission fro
band gap states, which for the semi-infinite crystal a
Bloch waves with complexk', damped into the crystal
by elastic scattering off the crystal potential. Howeve
any qualitative difference between damped and propag
ing Bloch waves disappears in an interacting excited-st
picture [7,9]: all Bloch waves are damped by the ele
tron absorptionVi , with the overall damping somewha
stronger in the band gaps.

For an application of the method to an fcc metal such
Cu, the (110) surface is most convenient. It gives acce
to the entire surface-parallel symmetry planeGKLUX.

Unoccupied states by VLEED.—The VLEED experi-
ment was performed with a standard four-grid LEED un
operated in the retarding field mode [13]. The resultin
data, i.e., the extremal points ofdTydE, yield theEskkd
map of Fig. 3. The points are gray-shaded proportion
to 2

d2

dE2 sdTydEd, whose sign distinguishes the minima
and maxima indTydE, and whose value characterizes th
accuracy of their location rather than intensity. The e
perimentalEskkd map is basically a direct image of the
edges of unoccupied upper bands (except for those wh
couple too weakly to the vacuum).

For the interpretation of the VLEED data, a gener
idea of the upper band configuration is helpful, which
achieved by qualitative comparison to an empirical pse
dopotential band calculation. As an example, Fig. 2(
shows the measured normal incidence (Kk  0) VLEED
spectrum. Through parallel momentum conservation
probes theGK line of the BZ (kk  Kk) and, via
surface Umklapp (kk  Kk 1 2GY), also UX. Figure
2(b) shows the correspondingEsk'd of the bulk crystal,
assuming the no-absorption approximation (Vi  0, k'

real). The gray scale indicates the strength of the vacuu
crystal coupling of the bands, quantified by the partial cu
rents absorbed by the crystal [9,14]. For a semi-infini
crystal and in the presence of excited-state damping m
4944
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FIG. 2. Differential VLEED spectrumdTydE for normal
incidence (a); correspondingEsk'd reference calculations for
a bulk crystal with no absorption,Vi  0 (b); and a semi-
infinite crystal with realisticVi (c). The gray scale represents
the vacuum-crystal coupling. The horizontal tickmarks indica
the correspondence of thedTydE extrema to the CPs of the
strongly coupling bands.

eled by a realisticVi fi 0 [15] [Fig. 2(c)], k' becomes
complex and theEsRek'd bands smoothen, with the CPs
appearing now as inflection points (for details of the ca
culation, see [9,14]). In any case, thedTydE extrema
are directly connected to the CPs of the strongly coupli
bands and immediately give their energies. In Fig. 2(c
EsRek'd intersects the surface-parallelGKLUX plane
(i.e., theX point) at an energy nearly halfway betwee
the lower two CPs. This position is therefore chosen
the final-state energyECFS for the CFS PE measurement.

Proceeding in this manner also for the off-norma
VLEED spectra, we have obtained the PE final-sta
energies pertinent to theGKLUX plane for the entire
kk range of interest, displayed in Fig. 3 as bold dash

Γ

K
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Γ Γ ΓY X

FIG. 3. Experimental upper bands derived from the VLEE
dTydE extrema. Their shading reflects a logarithmic gray sca
proportional to2

d2sdTydEd
dE2 , on top of the zero-level gray scale

dark (light) points correspond todTydE minima (maxima).
The bold dashed curves show the bands of the final-st
energies chosen for the CFS PE experiment, with the hig
symmetry points in theGKLUX plane indicated; the thin
dashed curve is their free-electron approximation. The regi

below Evac 1
h̄2K2

k

2m 1 2 eV is clipped.
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curves. These energies have discontinuities in regions
extended multiple-band hybridization where the princip
coupling band disperses almost vertically [cf. Fig. 2(c)].

Occupied states by CFS PE.—The PE measurements
were carried out at beam line 18-A of the Photon Facto
using an ADES-500 photoelectron spectrometer. T
CFS spectra were normalized to the incident photon fl
from the PE current of the refocusing mirror.

For an unbiased representation of the PE data, Fig
displays a map of the negative second derivative2

d2I
dE2

of the photocurrent, cutoff below a threshold to suppre
negative values and noise, in thesE, kkd plane. The peaks
in this map have their maxima located at the position
the PE peaks, with the width reflecting the width of th
PE peaks and shoulders (the error bars are in fact mu
smaller). This map is basically a direct image of th
occupied valence bands (except for those whose ma
element is too small). The experimental bands are eas
identified from the band calculation also shown in Fig. 4

As a first test of our method we checked the intern
consistency of the PE data. Both the measuredd bands
as well as the highly dispersivesp bands show a smooth
dispersion, even where the final-state energies unde
discontinuities. As a critical test, we took constant-kk

CFS PE series in such regions, scanning the final-st
energy through the discontinuity. Although the intensi
varied considerably, the peak binding energies remain
stable within650 meV.

Second, we compared our data with conventional ba
mapping results alongGX [16] and GKsUdX [17] and
found, apart from intensities, excellent corresponden
Note, in particular, that our data, covering almost the ent
body of previous work, were obtained in one single expe
ment. Moreover, for the first time it has become possib
to measure thesp band along the entireGX; its mapping
by conventional techniques is troublesome because of
upper band doublet on the (100) surface [9,16].

Γ X K Γ
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FIG. 4. Experimental valence bands obtained by CFS PE a
displayed as a2 d2I

dE2 logarithmic gray-scale map, on top of
the GGA-DFT bands obtained by the FLAPW calculation. Th
nondispersive structure atEF results from the Fermi edge. Note
that the energy scale is different from Fig. 3.
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Our data contain several structures additional to
expectations from band calculations. FeatureA (Fig. 4)
is a documented surface state [11]; featuresB andC near
the X point were reported in [17] and attributed to non
k'-conserving transitions. FeatureD appears in a region
of multiple upper band hybridization and is presumab
related to excitation to a less strongly coupling ba
in the BZ interior. StructureE, already observed in
Ref. [17] using a completely different geometry, seem
to be inconsistent with any of the above explanations a
will be discussed elsewhere [12].

The results convincingly demonstrate that the combin
tion of VLEED and CFS PE represents a powerful a
efficient method for absolute, i.e., trulyk-resolving band
mapping of both the occupied valence band states and
PE final states.

A characteristic feature of our method is photoem
sion out of final-state band gaps, where the Bloch wa
damping Imk' gets somewhat enhanced (cf. Fig. 2). Th
might seem a weakness of the method: As Imk' deter-
mines thek' broadening of the PE peak (given bydk' 
2 Im k') and the transition occurs around an extremal po
of the initial stateEsk'd, the resultingk' averaging com-
bined with the initial state lifetime broadeningdE would
tend to shift the PE peak towards the band interior. A
analysis of the effect based on parameters relevant for
experimental data has shown, however, that the shift
mains below0.1 0.2 eV even in the most critical cases
these numbers do not exceed typical shifts due to non
earity of initial bands in conventional band mapping.
practice, our method is more accurate: the enhancemen
Im k' in the band gaps is in general considerably sma
than the enhancement due toVi. (Figure 2 is an excep-
tional case of a very large band gap combined with ve
small Vi .) As the method may be applied at relative
low hn, for which the final-stateVi is small, on the whole,
Im k' remains smaller than in conventional band mappi
using higherhn. In return, the wave vector accuracy alon
the direction of band mapping is determined exclusively
thekk resolution and thus limited only instrumentally.

The application of the method to Cu yields two inte
esting observations. First, the VLEED results show th
the upper bands of Cu, contrary to common expectati
show significant non-free-electron behavior in the stud
energy range (as already noted in, e.g., [3,9]). This
most clearly seen in theEskkd map of Fig. 3: the experi-
mentally determined coupling bands in theGKLUX plane
(chosen as the CFS energies) deviate dramatically fr
the corresponding free-electron band [17] and feat
large band gaps. One might speculate that the surfa
perpendicular dispersionEsRek'd, through smoothing in
the excited state [Fig. 2(c)], remains nevertheless fr
electron-like. This picture, however, fails where seve
bands form an extended hybridization region of an e
ergy width comparable toVi. Rather, EsRek'd goes
nearly vertically along the whole region. This behavi
4945
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is confirmed by the constant-kk CFS PE series dis-
cussed above.

Second, we find significant deviations between the me
sured valence bands and density-functional theory (DFT
In Fig. 4, we compare our experimental results, whic
as discussed above are in complete agreement with
previous PE data, to a new state-of-the-art DFT calcu
tion which used the generalized gradient approximatio
(GGA) for the density-functional [18] and a relativistic
self-consistent full-potential linearized augmented plan
wave (FLAPW) method [19]. Previous comparison
between PE and band theory [11] were less conclusiv
because the theoretical methods were less advanced
the time, as reflected by considerable scatter between
various calculations; now all state-of-the-art calculation
produce almost identical results. Although our DF
calculation predicts the overall band configuration co
rectly, the entired-band manifold is experimentally found
,0.5 eV lower than calculated. The bottom of thesp
band appears higher than in the theory, with the shift
its bottom, corrected from the intrinsic in-band shifting
being ,0.5 eV (the accuracy is limited to60.3 eV by
poor signal/noise ratio and an asymmetric peak shap
The shift in thesp band is similar to that observed in
Na [20]. There are, in principle, two fundamental origin
for the observed deviations between PE and DFT resu
(i) The true exchange-correlation part of the density fun
tional is not known and therefore any DFT calculation ha
to resort to a suitable approximation, in our case the GG
(ii) DFT describes ground state properties (notwithstan
ing the problem of the physical meaning of DFT eigen
values), whereas PE probes the single-particle excitatio
characterized by additional self-energy corrections to t
exchange correlation. Although without solid theoretica
proof, the second effect is believed to dominate. Existin
theoretical estimates of the self-energy corrections in t
Cu 3d bands [21], correctly describing the sign, largel
underestimated their magnitude (,0.1 eV). While devia-
tions from band theory are known to be large in system
with an open3d shell (e.g., Ni) due to drastic self-energy
effects, it is intriguing to find them still so pronounced in
the much less correlated Cu metal.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the comb
nation of angle-dependent VLEED and CFS PE provid
a powerful tool for accurate and absolute (in the sen
of full k-space control) band mapping. The main adva
tage of the method is the natural incorporation of non
free-electron and excited-state effects in the upper ban
which offers an accuracy superior to conventional tec
niques. A practical aspect is the possibility to obtain
complete band mapping along a variety of BZ direction
with a narrow hn range and only one crystal surface
For many crystals having only one stable surface, f
example, layered materials, this method is the only wa
to determineEskd in a thorough and well-characterized
fashion. Furthermore, as the method allows the use
4946
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rather low photon energies, the best possiblek resolution
can be achieved.
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